
The Topology of Spacetime is open but fields 

defined on open spcaetime are closed. 

 

Wikipedia cites three topologies on spacetime. Path or Zeeman topology is Hausdorff, spearable but 

not localy compact. and by Lemma in topology( that says: a compact subspace of a Hausdorff space 

is closed), spacetime with the Path or Zeeman topology is not closed. This could have very 

interesting direct implications, for example Gauss's magnetic flux equation from the Maxwell's 

equations says that you cannot enclose a magnetic monopole in a closed spacetime, but in an open 

spacetime one could possibly do that. Now back to not-locally compact.spacetime is not compact 

(locally) would mean that there do not exist finite sets whose arbitrary union gives spacetime (no 

finite subcover), so spacetime is covered by infinite sets. And so the smaller we zoom in, the more 

"spread" spacetime is and so we cannot find space and time precisely. This could be described by 

the Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation after defining the metric on spacetime. 

 

What I would think Feynman tried to do by saying there’s virtual particles there and calculating the 

weights of the possible interactions is to apply the non-compact property to the interacting cross 

section ~ the spacetime with interaction is spread out to all possible interactions. And what the 

amplituhedron perspective is trying to say by using that fundamentally on two particles interact and 

excluding creation and annihilation is to add causal description to the picture as: 1. Two particles in 

a fundamental collision describing that of the infinite subcover of spcaetime, the intersection of 

two basis elements is not empty. 2. There is no creation and annihilation adding a constraint that 

“these infinite subsets can not grow arbitrarily”, with perhaps some relation to Lebesgue covering 

dimension. 

 

The idea that is really interesting is that: even though spacetime is open, because of the causal 

relation, spacetime with the Path or Zeeman topology is metrizable; and I think that is reflected in 

the idea that some volume measured in the partition of the amplituhedron is real and measurable 

(number theory permutation pictures). So, if one were to try to tweak around with causality, one 

could perhaps look to explore this feature in the Path or Zeeman topology in spacetime. 

Main idea: Spacetime is open but something is closed. 

 

Note: Open here does not mean hyperbolic. I haven’t used a precise metric and so have not 

described anything to do with differentiable manifolds. That would be interesting to explore and 

we’d have to be precise with the metric (perhaps the Einstien metric of some exotic metric). 

 

I like to think that there is some sort of tension between describing spacetime as Hausdorff but 

not locally compact. General relativity says: Yes space is Hausdorff and the metric is defined for 



arbitrarily close points giving black holes and singularities in solutions. But there's uncertainty 

relation that says: But space is Compact and that it's kind of spread out into non-finite subcovering 

and so you can't define arbitrarily close points in spacetime. I think this perspective is influenced 

by the first impression that spacetime should be closed (again topology only, not differential 

geometry) because we are always trying to resolve infinities trying to understand large numbers and 

regulating them. But if we were to think of spacetime as open from the first principles, I think this 

could lead us to explore other ways to resolve infinities. For example, this might be absolutely 

incorrect but here goes a creative attempt: 1. A finite dimensional open topological space(in the 

Lebesgue covering dimension, sense) is homomorphic to an infinite dimensional closed topological 

space. 2. One step further, now to differential geometry: A differentiable manifold defined by an 

infinite dimensional manifold is an infinite dimensional manifold (now in the general dimension sense 

like in General relativity), and that an infinite dimensional manifold is closed but has no interior, 

meaning its interior is diffeomorphic to the surface. 1 and 2 are indeed in the same spirit. They do 

however look like they could make a good topic of exploration, despite perhaps proving to be 

incorrect. 










